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All begins with the LHC
CMS and ATLAS have recorded about 140 fb-1 at 13 TeV (2015-2018).
Status by the end of 2018 (Run II).
x7 times luminosity compared to Higgs discovery dataset
(++higher centre of mass energy: 13 TeV vs 8 TeV).
● ~7M Higgs bosons.

Since 2016
LHC regularly operating at instantaneous
luminosities higher than design value.
From LHC side, output was better than expected.
Run III: ~2022-2024(?)
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Beyond Standard Model (BSM) searches
Several questions motivate the search for new particles at the LHC.
●

Nature of DM? What is the origin of the neutrino masses? Why three generations of leptons/quarks? barion/charged
lepton number violated? lepton ﬂavor universality? Grand Uniﬁcation of forces? ...

BSM Searches in CMS are broadly categorized in terms of their interpretation,
SUSY (Supersymmetry)
EXOTICA (searches that are not SUSY)
Beyond 2 Generations (searches involving top and diboson resonances)
Higgs (measurements/searches involving the Higgs boson)

With common denominator: all test SM predictions in corners of the phase space.
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and then further subdivided in terms of
ﬁnal state particles (experimentally
driven categorization)

A taste of the CMS physics program

993 submitted publications (as of 03.09.2020) [LINK]
123 SUSY searches
184 EXOTICA searches
60 Beyond 2 Generation Searches
137 Higgs measurements/searches

About 504/993 ~ 50% of all the CMS (Run I+Run II)
publications focus on BSM searches/have as
primary goal the Higgs boson.
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Searches for Supersymmetry (SUSY)
Let’s take SUSY and
Gluinos as an example

Production
mechanism/decay

Final state (0l, 1l, 2l….)

Excluded mass.
… and so far no signs of SUSY.
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Searches for EXOTICA particles
… e.g Z’, W’ bosons, dark matter,
leptoquarks, diphoton resonances...

… and so far no signs of new
physics in (inclusive) SUSY and
EXOTICA searches.
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... and the Higgs boson
The measurements of the Higgs boson are one of the highlights of
the analysis of LHC Run I/II data.
As of today, coupling to the 3rd generation of fermions (t, b, τ), ﬁrst
evidence to a 2rd generation fermion (𝜇), and coupling to the W,Z and γ
bosons have been observed.
●

So far all, all in agreement with SM Higgs predictions.

However the Higgs discovery did not provide an answer to some of the opened questions in high energy physics (... and yet
opened new ones)
●

Is mh ﬁned tuned? Is it elementary or composite? What is the origin of Higgs potential? What is the role of h(125) in the
neutrino sector? does it couple to (DM) or a dark sector? Why there is a hierarchy of particle masses? … and it opened

the ﬁeld of searches for new physics in decays of the Higgs boson (exotic decays)
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Where is the new physics at the LHC? What are the prospects for Run III?
Future searches aim to extend beyond traditional (inclusive) approaches. Some examples:
●
●
●
●

Target challenging regions of the phase space.
○ E.g low pT objects, searches without missing transverse energy, move away from resonances.
Target precision Higgs/Top/SM measurements.
○ E.g deviations in high-pT tails across different channels.
Target searches for exotic h(125) decays.
….

Is there any class of experimental signatures that were not extensively covered in the past?
Is the BSM parameter phase space completely covered with current searches?

Topic of this seminar

Many searches assume that BSM particles decay to combinations of two types of well-understood objects:
●
●

Prompt objects (charged tracks, electrons, muons, taus, photons and jets) produced within O(mm) wrt the beamspot.
Invisible/undetected objects (missing transverse energy, e.g: neutrinos, neutralinos...).

… and any other reconstructed objects are usually ignored (or vetoed if they are a potential background).
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What if this assumption is relaxed?

Long Lived Particles (LLPs)

A review of LLP searches at the LHC, arXiv: 1903.04497

Now let’s assume that BSM particles might travel macroscopic distances before they decay.

Searches beyond the beamspot
Prompt objects (eg. H, W/Z, )

~Detector stable (e.g 𝜇)/Invisible
particles (eg. neutrinos)

Long Lived Particles
O (10 m)

O

~Size of detector
~ Size of beamspot

Not to scale.
~ End of detector acceptance

Then, only 24/367~ 6.5 % of all CMS (Run I+Run II) searches assume that BSM particles might decay at macroscopic distances!
● The phase space becomes large (
is often a tunable parameter in theory)
● It is a largely unexplored territory!
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Should we worry about searching for LLPs?
The SM contains LLPs! (and their lifetimes span over many orders of magnitude).
(... and the lifetime of SM particles were critical for the design of CMS!)
Proton has a lifetime of > 1034 years

Inner tracker is designed such that B, D hadrons and tau
decays happen before the ﬁrst pixel tracker layer.

Higgs boson has a lifetime of 10-22 s

Why not BSM particles?
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Long lived particles in SM
For a particle to be long-lived, the matrix element and/or phase space must be small:

Different mechanisms can lead to large lifetimes:
●
●
●

Decay via heavy virtual mediator (m<<M).
○ Muon, charged pion.
Small mass splitting
○ Neutron.
Small couplings (also combined with other mech.):
○ B hadrons.

Example: pion lifetime (7.8 m): ⲡ→μ𝜈

These mechanisms also happen in BSM models in different regions of the phase space
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Examples of BSM with LLPs: Heavy Neutral Lepton (HNL)
LLP: Heavy Neutral Lepton (N) that mixes with SM Neutrino (UlN)
Theoretical motivation: Neutrino mass (via Seesaw mechanism).
Reason for lifetime: Heavy virtual mediator (W) and small couplings/mass : UlN , MN.
[From arXiv: 1903.06100]

Eg. HNL production mechanism:

Long lived HNL

Long lived
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Prompt

Examples of BSM with LLPs: Dark photon (A, ZD , γD ... )
LLP: Dark photon (ZD) that kinetically mixes (ε) with SM.
Theoretical motivation: Dark sectors/Dark Matter.
Reason for lifetime: Small couplings (ε).

Dark sector
ZD

? ? ?
?

Long lived

Vector portal (e.g ZD produced in Drell-Yan processes):

More complex dark sector model: Higgs portal
(e.g ZD in Higgs decays due mixing with dark higgs, s):

Long lived dark photon

[From arXiv: 1412.0018]
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Prompt

?

Examples of BSM with LLPs: Compressed SUSY (charged LLP)
LLP: Chargino (𝜒+) that is nearly mass generate with neutralino (𝜒0, a DM candidate).
Theoretical motivation: SUSY, Dark Matter.
Reason for lifetime: Mass degeneracy at tree level. Small mass splitting at 1-2 loop correction.
𝛥M (𝜒+ - 𝜒0) ~ 160 MeV at 200 GeV (prediction of theory)

[From arXiv: 1212.5989]

𝜒+ decays in the
[From arXiv: 1212.5989]
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“middle” of tracker.

... and BSM with LLPs can provide answers to open questions in HEP
[Taken from ArXiv: 1806.07396]

... LLPs appear in many BSM scenarios.
but they have not been extensively
explored experimentally (yet)!

From now onwards, I will take an experimentally driven approach, and take the lifetime as a free parameter.
●
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E.g LLP can decays at any geometrical point of the detector (== unconventional signatures).

A longitudinal/transverse view of CMS
Longitudinal view of CMS

MUONS

Transverse view of CMS (⊥ to 4T B Field)

MUONS

HCAL
ECAL
Tracker

And an important detail!!
Often algorithms (trigger, reconstruction...) are optimized for (SM) objects that point back to the primary
vertex and produced within the beamspot.
... But LLPs decay products are displaced! (often need special treatment)
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Where do long lived particles decay?
Unpredictable.
Decay is Poisson process that follows an exponential distribution
Figure credits: H.Russell [link]

Lifetime is unknown! There is not ideal detector that can ﬁt all lifetimes/boosts combinations.
LLPs can leave a detectable signal (often in unconventional ways ) in many sub-detectors!
●
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LLP searches are designed to be as inclusive as possible.

Challenges in LLP searches: the devil is in the details
Not all collisions can be recorded.
The L1+HLT system (a.k.a ‘trigger’) reduces the collision rate in two steps:
●

40Mhz (++ and up to 60 pp interactions) → L1 Trigger → 100kHz
(~1/1000 kept, without tracking information and purely hardware based)

●

100kHz → HLT Trigger → 1kHz
(~1/100 kept)
At least a 105 in rate reduction is applied (while keeping the LLP signal!).

Many LLP signatures are not selected by ‘standard’ triggers (and often dedicated L1/HLT
algorithms need to be developed and/or detector upgrades planned).
[Credit image]
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A real exp.challenge!
E.g Often improvements in the L1/HLT triggers for LLP searches are better than accumulating
large luminosities.

The “zoo” of LLP signatures: many possibilities to search for BSM
In addition to the lifetime: cτBSM, spin and production mechanism ... LLPs could be:
●

Charged/Neutral

●

Heavy/Light

●

Relativistic/Non-relativistic (v < c) or get trapped
in the detector.

●

Decay into leptons/quarks/photons/gluons,
invisibly...

Each combination deﬁnes a new experimental signature that (often) requires a dedicated search.

Next: describe 5 examples, each using different strategy/sub-detector!
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Inner pixel detector + beam pipe (replaced in 2016 )

LLPs using the TRACKER

Solenoid Magnet

Tracker Outer Barrel
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LLP decays inside the inner tracker
Possible for LLP decays up to R < 110 cm and |z| < 3 m (tracker size):
●
●
●

Beamspot R < 2 cm (displaced vertices)
Pixel detector < 10 cm (displaced jets/leptons, emerging jets)
Tracker Outer Barrel < 110 cm
Impact parameter

Displaced vertex

Challenges for LLP searches inside tracker:
●
●
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Tracker information is not available in L1 trigger (cannot be used to select displaced events).
Large backgrounds from QCD processes.
○ Challenging to probe low mass LLPs in hadronic ﬁnal states! (almost no exp. constraints as of today)

LLP decays inside the inner tracker: Displaced vertices.
Ex1: Pair of displaced vertices inside the beamspot (up to R < 2 cm)
(CMS-EXO-17-018)

Displaced vertex signal:
Multiple tracks that do no
pointing back to beamspot and
form a displaced vertex.

Long lived particle
Search focuses on High masses
(due to L1+HLT limitations)

Backgrounds
mostly from QCD
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LLP decay happens
beyond the beampost

Demystifying LLP searches results: Upper limits to LLP production cross section
Often (not always) upper limits in LLP searches have well deﬁned regions of sensitivity.
In every LLP limit plot, it should be possible to identify some of them!
Illustrative example

σ

τ
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Upper limits are less stringent (‘weaker’) where:
●

LLP signal mixes with backgrounds from ‘prompt SM
processes (e.g QCD processes)’ (small lifetimes).

●

LLP decays outside the detector (or in “other
sub-detector”), or where triggering is not possible
(large lifetimes).

●

LLP masses where the trigger efﬁciency is lower (either
at L1 or HLT).

Charged LLPs travelling inside the inner tracker
A charged LLP (chargino, heavy-muon, fractionally charged particle...) can
interact (in an anomalous/unexpected way!) with tracker material via dE/dx~q2.

●

dE/dx depends on charge, momentum (p) and mass of LLP (and
tracker material).... and it can be estimated (Ih).
→Ih is different for charged LLPs than SM particles.
●

If stable: Heavy Stable Charged Particle (HSCP).
○

●

Who ordered that?!

If the charged LLP decays inside the tracker (e.g 𝜒+)...
Then it can disappear in the tracker if the decay products are undetected.
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Ex2: Disappearing charged track inside the tracker. How can it disappear!?

(CMS-EXO-17-018, CMS-EXO-19-010)

𝜒+ is long lived due to a 𝜒+ - 𝜒0 mass splitting (eg. Anomaly Mediated SUSY Breaking, AMSB).
𝜒+ track does not disappear
(looks like an HSCP)

Likely not reconstructed [*]
due to low momentum and
𝜒+ track disappears!
[* If the pion is reconstructed...
then 𝜒+ has a “kink”.
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𝜒+ track is too “short” and
disappears quickly
(looks like a neutrino)

Electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)

LLPs using calorimeters

Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL)
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LLPs using in the calorimeters together with timing from ECAL
At this stage LLPs have travelled macroscopic distances ~O(m) (... and possibly travelled slower than speed of light, v < c ).
●

Decay products will reach ECAL with a time delay (picosecond-nanosecond).

In addition, LLP decay products leave little information in tracker (no displaced vertices or dxy information anymore).... and
they leave striking signatures in the calorimeters.
●
●
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Delayed jets do not have inner tracks.
Delayed photons enter the ECAL at ab-normal angles.

Delayed Jet (ECAL+HCAL)

Prompt photon vs Delayed photon (ECAL)

ECAL time resolution: ~300-100 ps

LLPs using the ECAL+HCAL calorimeter: Delayed photons
Ex3: Delayed photons

Delayed photon

(CMS-EXO-19-005)

Long lived neutralino
Gravitino (stable and weakly
interacting, DM candidate)

Delayed
photon signal

Neutralino decays
after calorimeters

1m
Photon is not delayed
and mixes with prompt
backgrounds
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LLP using the ECAL+HCAL calorimeters: Delayed jets
Delayed jet
Ex4: Delayed jets

(CMS-EXO-19-001)

Long lived gluino (it could form an R-Hadron!)
Gravitino (stable and weakly interacting)

Delayed jets
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Search targeting LLP decays in tracker

Muon detectors (DT)

LLPs using Muon Detectors

Background from cosmic muons!
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Muon detector (CSC)

LLP using the muon detectors
Ex5: Displaced muons using only the muon detectors (up to R < 7.5 m and |z|< 10m).
(CMS-EXO-14-012, CMS-EXO-12-037)
𝜎ggF at 8 TeV ~ 30 pb
Long Lived dark photon

Rare Higgs decay due to non-zero
mixing, κ with Dark Higgs s

Displaced dimuon pair

Muons can be reconstructed with/without tracker input (... at a cost of
lower resolution).
●
●
●
●

Extends sensitivity up to several meters.
Tracker can be used to veto prompt muons from SM backgrounds.
Lower signal efﬁciency at large displacement due to trigger.
Important background of cosmic muon rays!

Leptonic triggers have low pT thresholds ￫ probe low mass (below mH /2 )
●
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Current limits probe B(H ￫ XX) B(𝜇𝜇) < 0.1% !!

𝜎ggF at 8 TeV ~ 30 pb

LLPs in the future
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(Displaced dimuons: CMS-EXO-14-012)

The trigger efﬁciency decreases while the reconstruction efﬁciency is large
(wrt trigger) as we move away from the beamspot.
How is this possible?
●

The muon pT at L1 imposes a beamspot constraint (Run I and Run II).
● Improves the resolution for prompt muons (H -> ZZ -> 4𝜇)
● Bias the pT measurement for displaced muon searches.

Mis-reconstructed L1 muon track with
artiﬁcially small pT as a result of the
implicit beamspot requirement.

There is signiﬁcant signal efﬁciency that is lost at L1+HLT. If recovered, it will largely improve the sensitivity
(beyond any luminosity scaling) for LLP searches with the highest lifetimes in Run III.
●
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I am currently looking for a PhD (INSPIRES) to work on a new displaced muon search with Run III data.

Run III (and beyond) for LLPs
Some expected highlights (a one guess slide).
Run III (~2022-2024). Time for new ideas (lots of signatures with room for improvement!).
●

Main improvements will come from “creativity”. Some examples:
● Design of dedicated new triggers (at L1+HLT).
● Usage of clever reduced data formats (allows the deployment of triggers for lower masses).
● Wider exploration of timing information.
● More searches combining LLPs and prompt objects (for trigger).

HL-LHC (~2027 onwards). Run III ideas + Detector upgrades.
●
●
●
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Inclusion of tracking at L1 trigger.
Inclusion of a dedicated timing detector.
Extended η coverage. Tracking up to |η| < 4.0, muons up to |η| < 2.8.

LLPs beyond the detectors

Is it possible ? Yes!
(.... with a dedicated LLP detector)
Plenty of proposals around the LHC collision points.
Some examples.
FASER (already approved, arXiv: 1708.09389)
MATHUSLA (proposal, arXiv: 1806.07396)
CODEX-b (proposal, arXiv: 191.00481)
ANUBIS (proposal, arXiv: 1909.13022)
MilliQan (proposal, arXiv: 1607.04669)
….
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The absence of new physics at the LHC in traditional searches has boosted the ﬁeld of searches targeting challenging
experimental signatures.
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●

One prominent example are searches targeting BSM particles with macroscopic lifetimes. The LLP phase space is
broad and largely unexplored.

●

This makes LLPs searches a vibrant ﬁeld in the coming years. There is a large room for improvement for Run III and
beyond (in addition to a “luminosity scaling”). New triggers/reconstruction algorithms/ML/theory ideas, and in
general clever ideas will be needed to fully exploit the detector upgrades …. and explore the ‘zoo’ of LLP signatures!

